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Introduction and Overview
MECCA’s Drawing Out Stigma: Writing Our Story project aims to reduce mental health stigma through writing
workshops and community events. The original proposal included three phases where phase I included holding a
series of community-based stigma reduction workshops for both adults and youth, phase II included MECCA hosting a reception that would highlight participant writing and feature notable writers and speakers, and phase III included sharing stories during May Mental Health Awareness month at the Drawing Out Stigma: Literary Arts and
Multi-Ethnic Festival.
Due to the pandemic, MECCA had to quickly come up with a plan to continue to deliver artistic material that addressed mental health and stigma, while also adhering to the stay-at-home order. As a result, each MECCA agency was tasked to engage their communities and create a book that included collective stories from participants
that talked about their experiences with mental health and how their cultural background may contribute to mental health stigma. These books were shared electronically through email and social media, and some physical copies were printed and distributed. These Are Our Stories webpage and collective book became the exhibit by which
we highlighted the work of communities. MECCA agencies also scheduled virtual writing workshops where participants were able to freely discuss their stories and listen to each other.

Writing Workshops (Pre-Pandemic)
In the month of February and March, our agencies were able to conduct in-person writing workshops for both
adults and youth. In these workshops, participants were able to listen to each other’s stories, write their own story
or poem about their experience with mental health and the stigma associated with it and create beautiful art. Afterward, a hard copy of the “Attitudes, Knowledge, and Behavior About Mental Health” survey was distributed and
collected. Our seven agencies had a combined total of 38 youth and adult writing workshops with 346 participants
(190 youth and 156 adults).
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Agency Writing Workshops

Prior to the pandemic, 346
participants attended inperson writing workshops.

Virtual Workshops by Agencies
Following the stay-at-home order, our agencies had to switch from
in-person workshops to virtual workshops through Zoom. This new
shift brought forward new challenges for not only our participants,
but also our agency case managers who needed to learn and master Zoom meetings in a relatively short amount of time. In these
online workshops, participants were invited to share their stories,
engage in a dialogue about their experiences with mental health,
and read and listen to stories from the These Are Our Stories books.
From September to December, MECCA and our agencies completed a combined total of 18 virtual writing workshops with 970 participants. For the entire year, MECCA and the agencies had a combined
total of 1,316 participants who have attended the in-person and
online workshops.

These Are Our Stories Writers Workshop Series by MECCA

Virtual Workshop 1—Virtual Screening of The S
Word.
Kelechi Ubozoh is a writer, mental health
advocate, and public speaker. She shares her story
in The S Word, a powerful SAHMSA award winning
film featuring the lives of suicide attempt survivors.

Virtual Workshop 2—Raise Your Voice, Raise Your
Vibration.
Award winning poet Marcus Omari leads a refreshing discussion exploring ways personal creative
writing can elevate healthier versions of ourselves.

Virtual Workshop 3—Changing the Narrative-The
Power of Telling Our Story
These talented writers, Amanda Fletcher, Natashia
Deon, and Brandon Easton discuss how we can use
the strength in our stories to collectively heal, recover, build resilience, and rewrite our narrative to
build a movement for change.

These Are Our Stories Webpage

These Are Our Stories webpage was launched so that we could publicly share the stories from participants in our
agencies. We also invited those who did not have a chance to share their story during the workshops or if they
wanted to submit their story on their own time, to be able to do so by using our site. By launching the page, we hope
that these stories inspire, bring comfort, and create understanding about mental health stigma to readers.

Ocmecca.org/stories

Sample Story

Videos
MECCA worked with individuals
such as Johnice Williams to film
and share their unique experiences with mental illness. The
film was posted on YouTube
and shared along with the stigma
books through email and social
media. Facebook Live was also
utilized with several webinar
presentations that discussed
mental illness, suicide, and stigma featuring special panelists.
YouTube: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?
fbclid=IwAR0PqvtZefcYbYFi_XAMSKn
35ZtWlmnN_nEFIZGmNSdeuScfha5L
xdw3nxw&v=mbvKEDW_Ac&feature=youtu.be

These Are Our Stories Books
To the aim of reducing mental health stigma within our communities, MECCA agencies engaged and instructed
their participants to craft stories, poems, and biographies detailing their experiences with mental illness. Agencies later curated these stories into “Stigma Books” which they distributed to their communities through email
and social media. These books are a unique collection of stories that are specific to the communities MECCA
serves. Some stories were written in their native languages, and translated for us to read as well. In all, seven
books were created either digitally or physically, and were shared in the virtual writing workshops, distributed in
emails, and the hard copies were disseminated to the public.
In December, MECCA compiled a curated final version of the These Are Our Stories books that included stories
from all agencies and shared the virtual book through social media and email. Overall, our total online and physical book distribution reached over 2,674 individuals. We hope that we can continue to use these books in future
workshops and to showcase the strength and resilience of our community voice.

Outcomes

Due to the pandemic, MECCA and our agencies shifted gears
from community readings to 100% online virtual workshops. In
addition to workshops, MECCA utilized social media platforms
such as Facebook and YouTube to help spread mental health
and stigma awareness. Each of the MECCA collaborative agencies developed a stigma book, and MECCA aggregated these
stories into a collective story book. The stigma books were sent
out in each agency’s newsletters through email. MECCA, through
its website, made possible the ability for additional community
members to share their own story. All stories, poems, and prose,
were collected, curated and displayed on the MECCA website.
Collectively, MECCA and our agencies reached a total of 3,988
individuals through email and 10,786 individuals through
social media outreach.

Program Impact

Pre-COVID 19 Stigma Survey MECCA Youth and Adult Workshops
Miguel E. Gallardo, Psy.D
Research Assistants: Luz Beltran-Acevedo, Veronica Castaneda-Jimenez, Walter Cueva Diaz,
Felipe Hueso, Karen Sosa, Nancy Lopez, Alexandra Martinez, Olivia Perez, Gloria Robles Gallardo, Bianey
Lopez Gomez

Survey Responses
Youth

Adults

73.1%

(103/141) of Youth responded that they
“Learned something new about Mental Health
today.”

80.3%

85.1%

(120/141) of Youth responded that they
“Learned how to respect people living with a
Mental Health condition.”

83..3%

75.2%

73.4%

(106/139) of Youth responded that they
“Learned how to help a friend find an adult if they
wanted to talk about Mental Health.”

(106/132) of Adults responded that they
are willing to talk about Mental Health with people
they will meet.
(110/132) of Adults responded that they
“Learned how to treat people living with mental
illness.”
(97/130) of Adults responded that they
“Learned how to find help for people living with
mental illness.”

85.7%

(120/140) of Youth responded that they
82.6% (109/130) of Adults responded that they
“Believe people with Mental Health conditions can “Believe people living with mental illness have
get better with help.”
similar problems that they do,”

86.3%

(120/139) of Youth responded that they
“Believe anyone can experience a Mental Health
condition.”

91.6%

84.4%

87.1% (115/132) of Adults responded that they

(119/141) of Youth responded that they
“Believe that talking to someone about Mental
Health is important.”

(120/131) of Adults responded that they
“Believe that anyone can experience a mental
illness at some point in their lives.”
“Are willing to talk to someone about their Mental
Health.”

Survey Comments
Youth

Adults

Korean Community Services
Serving the Korean Community

Abrazar inc.
Serving the Spanish Speaking Community

 “I have learned how to raise awareness and understanding about mental health.”

 “Thanks to the classes I have overcome the problems
that have affected my mental health.”

 “Mental health is truly an issue many deal with, whether
it may be severe or just temporary sadness. But I hope
we can bring more awareness to this topic to help those
suffering in silence.”

 “I thank the adult workshop because it helps myself to
listen to more others, and listen to their experiences. I
feel that I more patient and communicative”

Southland Integrated Series
Serving the Vietnamese Community
 “Mental health is a sensitive topic, hence it is important
for people to be sensitive as well. A change in attitude is
a strong small step that can bring society together for A
more utopia like life.”
 “I think is not talked about enough or it’s a "bad thing",
however, it’s quite normal and common. So I'm glad we
are talking about it more and more.”
The Cambodian Family
Serving the Khmer Speaking Community
 “I felt like the open dialogue allowed everyone to be vulnerable and connect in a way that made us even stronger from our shared and different experience.”
 “I am more informed of the different ways MH shows up
in our lives. Most importantly, the ways we cope with
mental health.”

Access California Services
Serving the Arabic Speaking Community
 “I felt like my mental health issues were justified and related to. I didn't feel alone in many ideas I carried about
myself.”
 “Everyone can experience some kind of mental illness at
some point of their lives, and it is ok to talk about it and
seek help.”
OMID Multi-Cultural Institute For Development
Serving the Farsi Speaking Community
 “My fear of mental health stigma has been reduced. Instead of feeling reluctant, I have warmed up to a desire
to help.”
 “I've learned that it's important to seek help when you
have a psychological burden and stress.”

Program Impact

Post-COVID 19 Stigma Survey MECCA Youth and Adult Workshops
Miguel E. Gallardo, Psy.D
Research Assistant: Kimberly Rodriguez

Survey Responses

“I would be willing to talk about mental health with people I meet”
86.47% of community participants (1,020) responded “agree” or “completely agree”
“I learned how to treat people who are living with a mental health illness”
84.18%

of community participants (1,018) responded “agree” or “completely agree”

“I learned how to find help for people living with a mental illness”
82.91%

of community participants (1,014) responded “agree” or “completely agree”

“I believe people living with a mental illness can have similar problems as I
do”
84.24%

of community participants (1,009) responded “agree” or “completely agree”

“I believe anyone can have a mental illness at some point in their lives”
89.73%

of community participants (1,013) responded “agree” or “completely agree”

“I am willing to talk with someone about my mental health”
87.46%

of community participants (1,021) responded “agree” or “completely agree”

Feedback From Our Community

“Mental health is a much more serious issue than I originally though it to be. People who have mental illness go through
a lot of hardships and I want to do the best that I can to help them with whatever they may be going through.”
“There was a story from the Stigma Arts Poetry booklet that caught my attention. All the stories felt very genuine and
some descriptions hit close to my heart. This became the reason for my attending this workshop. What started as a
feeling of anger and helplessness turned into sadness and I have been depressed for a long time now. This workshop
was helpful because it helped me to understand myself better. It was strangely comforting to know that I am not
alone, that there are others who suffer alone. This is the first time I felt confident to share a part of my story. I am
thankful for this opportunity and hope that there are more to come so that I too can participate in the writing workshop
in the near future.”
“I learned that you can express your mental health through so many different avenues, you can talk about it, you can
write about it and you can draw about it.”
“I think people should be able to talk about their mental health without feeling ashamed.”
“Today I learned that you can have the perfect life and still have issues that need to be dealt with and need a
professional to help you through them or figure them out, and that is ok.”
“I learned that I should be careful with my own stereotype or stigma towards people struggling with mental health.
The workshop has helped me to understand what people with mental health may be going through.”
“I have tried to commit suicide in high school. I know mental illness is common and needs to addressed instead of
stigmatized.”
“I feel that mental health needs to be more talked about as it can help more people. I also believe more
people would help if they are aware. Great topic and great webinar. Thank you!”
“I feel like a mental illness does not define anyone. I am open about my mental health with family and friends and I attend therapy. This workshop does a great job in highlighting the personal experiences that individual go through who
struggle with a mental illness and the ways they cope.”
“There’re many stigmas in our society about mental illness. We are scared to talk about our feelings and symptoms. I
hope that we should have more events in our community to raise awareness about mental health.”
“I feel empowered to share my own story with others in hope that it will help someone.”
“As a mother who has depressive daughter, I strongly agree that the mental health patients are the same human as us.
They can fully recover their symptoms after treatment and we can have a mental issue anytime. They must not be
treated as avoiding folks.”

Success Stories/Quotes from Participants

Mental health is a very complex and diverse topic. Often, people are unaware, even in denial of how
close to home mental health has impacted their lives. Stress is unfortunately an ingrained, but
minimized part of life. Thanks for bringing awareness
The program was powerful as it reminded me of my struggles and there are other people like me
who have gone through war, hunger and the feeling of losing hope. This program reminded me of
hope and we are all in a better place now.

The impact of the stigma arts program has reminded me of our Cambodian history that is lived
through the bodies and minds of our older generation. If we don't express, share or discuss it's like a
gap in our history that does not exist. It is a difficult conversation to have especially with unresolved
trauma but this is what makes us Cambodians, with this program we are reminded of how far we’ve
come. Without our history, the everything that's in between, we wouldn't be who we are today.
When the participants shared their writings I could feel a strong unity in our community despite the
I have been a very shy person and I did not engage in conversations with others until I came to Yasi’s
class. The first few sessions were very difficult for me, but gradually my confidence increased. I wrote
in a simple language while others wrote in more literary form. Yasi reassured us that writing in simple language is important because everyone can comprehend it and relate to our writing. Ever since
that reassurance, I wrote more and I shared more, to the point that I even recited poetry, and this incident was a turning point for me. I truly hope that there is a continuity in these classes, so others in the
community can utilize the class as well.
“Mental health is incredibly vulnerable to external influences, whether it is personal or peripheral.
Having experienced the suicide of a loved one as well as the loved one of close friends, I feel that one
cannot really know what is going on in the mind of others without reaching out asking how one is
doing. Culture is definitely a crucial component that should be considered when looking at a person’s overall health, but especially so when looking at mental health. I appreciate Kelechi sharing her
experiences as a woman of color and how that influenced her perspective on mental health. As a
minority, it is imperative for me to inherit the knowledge that I have obtain in the workshop in order to
best serve my community.”
“I believe that mental health is a topic that not a lot of us are talking about, and that everyone should
be more aware of. Coming from a Latinx background, the stigma on mental health is well embedded
in their minds. I myself have experienced depression and anxiety as well as looked down upon for
feeling or acting the way I did during my experiences. And thanks to workshops and seminars that
talk about mental health, I have felt empowered to talk about the reality and severity that is mental
health.”

Closing
The program was even more needed and more impactful this year because it was needed during a time of crisis.
People really connected to the program and were very appreciative. The program allowed people in our communities to tell their stories, in their own words, about their mental health journeys. It has allowed people from different age groups, multicultural backgrounds, and multigenerational perspectives to discuss, educate, and bring a
sense of connectedness to their
communities, thus lowering the
stigma around mental illness.
From here, it has brought attention and highlighted issues that
many of us have come across but
did not know how to process or
understand at the time. The pandemic brought forward an urgent
challenge to address mental
health and confront the stigma
surrounding it. From children, adolescents, adults, and older
adults, it has affected everyone.
Physical touch is now looked
down upon, many individuals
have lost their jobs, stress has
continued to rise, holidays are no
longer spent together but in solitude, and families have said
goodbye to their loved ones for
the last time.

Through these challenges, many participants have said that the Drawing Out Stigma program has truly helped
them cope through the power of storytelling and it has given them hope that good times are still ahead. On behalf of MECCA, we would like to thank the Orange County Health Care Agency for the opportunity to provide
these services to our communities and for your support of this program. The video vignettes and the These Are
Our Stories collective book will continue to be shown and continue to make a difference in our communities.

